Dear Colleagues,

The Organizing Committee takes a great pleasure and honor to invite you for **WFLD Brussels 2013**

Laser beam becomes an important tool for the accomplishment of several dental applications in many fields of dentistry. Laser applications are enlarging continuously and new protocols are proposed permanently by several teams from all over the world.

One of the aims of the WFLD congress is to allow participants to have a direct contact and discussing with different teams about any scientific concern.

In our European divisional meeting of the World Federation for Laser Dentistry, more than 150 studies will be presented and several topics will be lectured by well-known experts in order to provide an important sharing of knowledge.

After successful Congresses of Nice (2007), Istanbul (2009) and Rome (2011) the Conference will take place in Brussels the capital of Belgium, Brussels is one of the most popular, and beautiful cities in the world. In fact, it serves as the headquarters for an astoundingly large amount of European institutions, and it sometimes even considered being the capital of Europe. Fortunately for tourists, English is widely spoken.

For the Congress venue, we selected **The Royal Windsor Hotel Grand Place** situated in the heart of the Brussels, just minutes from famed attractions, shopping areas, historical centers and entertainment, in order to give congress participants the opportunity to visit the area or staying over the weekend. For room reservation or information check their website at **www.royalwindsorbrussels.com**

We have the pleasure to send you in these attached documents the first call for abstracts and registration form. You will also find the first flyer and documentation. We are preparing an excellent scientific and social event for you.

If you have any questions or you need more information, please feel free to contact us or check our website at **www.wfldbrussels2013.com**.

You are all cordially invited and we are looking forward to seeing you in Brussels.

“Let be the Light”!
Welcome in Brussels 2013.

Best regards,

Prof. S. Nammour /Congress Chairman